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Research Question
The question that guided the research for this project was: how can teachers incorporate more
physical activity in the kindergarten classroom to increase learning?
Project Summary
My experience as a kindergarten teacher of very active five and six year old students led me to
wondering how I could incorporate more physical activity into the classroom. I wanted to know if there
was a way better way to incorporate more physical activity, while still teaching all of the required
Minnesota state standards. My original idea for this project was to create a website with physical activity
ideas and resources that other educators could access and use in their own classrooms. After discussions
with my primary advisor and peer reviewer, I chose to create a Google Slides presentation to present my
resources and share my ideas with others. Choosing this presentation tool was for two main reasons: I am
comfortable using Google Slides to present and I find it very easy to have the Google Slides open on a
daily basis so that selecting which activity or movement break you want to do is just a click away.  I chose
to create an adult presentation because it was the best way to provide all of the ideas and information in
one easy to read and access resource. I became very familiar with using Google Slides during distance
learning and found that it is a tool many other educators use as well. My Google Slides presentation
begins by introducing my research question, how can teachers incorporate more physical activity in the
kindergarten classroom to increase learning? The presentation then goes through a brief overview of the
rationale for my research question. I thought it would be helpful for other educators to read about some of
the ways they could use this resource in their classroom. I included three slides explaining how to use my
project in the classroom and when to use it. The main body of my presentation includes 11 different slides
including one Minnesota state standard on each slide. The standards are grouped by English Language
Arts and Math standards. For each state standard, there are one to four activities or video links posted.
I decided to focus on English Language Arts and Math standards as these both have more
concrete learning objectives in kindergarten, for example: in English Language Arts kindergarten students
are learning the alphabet letter names and sounds. In Math, kindergarten students are working on being
able to identify, count, and read all numbers 0-31. I lumped similar standards together and narrowed them
down to what I considered were the 11 most crucial state standards. These 11 state standards are also
standards that I decided are simple enough to tie in with physical activity. Using the research gathered
from Chapter Two of my capstone paper, I then found or provided suggested activities for each standard
that teachers can use in their classrooms. Each activity is either described in detail with suggestions for
successful implementation or there is a hyperlink that will take students and teachers to a YouTube video
that includes some sort of physical activity. I included the amount of time each activity will take to
implement so that other people using this resource can choose an activity based on the allotted time they
have. All of the YouTube video links have been put through a video filter called View Pure. This ensures
that when the video link is clicked on, there will not be any ads at the beginning of or during the video.
The activities for each state standard include accessing a video, playing a physical activity or dance along
video, singing a song or chant, or a simple physical activity that can be used to teach each standard and
increase physical activity in the classroom at the same time. The intended audience for this project is
other kindergarten teachers on my team, in my school district, and around the state of Minnesota.
The Project
I created a 29 slide presentation using Google Slides. The link for the “Physical Activity in the
Kindergarten Classroom'' Google Slides presentation can be found at:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1w0RCzUorQ_FOtpk4zPa_EV4Me1QBe-XmxGrf_VG1NPA/edit
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